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The days of hegemonic kibbutzim and moshavim as manifestations of Israeli identity are long gone. However, the legacy of these movements and similar practices during the Yishuv and early aliyot live on through their symbolism, as images of a once thriving connection of the Jewish people to the land they sowed: a living breathing image of a Jewish nationalism. The daily lives of modern-day Israelis are very different than those of the early Zionist settlers in Palestine. With the rise of the state and citizens' standards of living, their desires, interests, and practices have shifted. And with this shifting facets of daily life, one must note the ever-changing notion of what it is to be Israeli. Nowhere is this more acutely recognizable than in the homes of the Israeli people.
The culinary practices of the Israeli people provide a unique lens for understanding how they see their place within an enigmatic nation.
In Falafel Nation: Cuisine and the Making of National Identity in Israel, Yael Raviv delves into an analysis of food in Israel and its role in forging a national identity. Throughout the book,
Raviv focuses on what she sees as a deliberate and concerted effort to use food as a tool for fomenting Jewish national sentiment and a single Jewish nationalism. In doing so, Raviv implicitly calls upon the contributions of a number of sociologists, anthropologists, and historians who worked to deconstruct and examine ethnicity from a theoretical standpoint. Though Raviv's work is highly focused in its substance (there is very little other original research done on Israeli culinary nationalism), it is by no means narrow in its methodological approach. Raviv uses a tremendous amount of empirical data to support her arguments and utilizes a multidimensional approach, discussing not only ethnicity, but also religion, gender, and class. Raviv herself is not a sociologist.
She uses the lens of performance studies to study the importance of food as a performance medium in order to explore the realm of culinary anthropology with clear influence from sociology in both her methods and focus. Raviv's research presented in this book is an expansion on her 2002 dissertation.
2 Though the different sections of the book are ordered to provide a fluid passage through the analysis of different culinary spheres and venues, Raviv emphasizes chronology both within each chapter, as well as between them. She moves from the agricultural work of early settlers for sustenance to the concerted effort to push early Zionist settlers toward totzeret ha-aretz, or products of the land. She goes on to explore the different venues of culinary expression: the home kitchen, the virtual kitchen, the professional kitchen, and the public sphere. As one can notice from the subjects of the chapters alone, Raviv seeks to emphasize the shift from a culinary nationalism based on connection to the land which emphasized Hebrew labor and subsistence consumption to a thriving commercialism in which food was less of a deliberate tool, but nevertheless played a vital role in transforming Israeli identity. Raviv tries to emphasize that early The second of Falafel Nation's strongest arguments is that over time there has been a shift from an exclusionary culinary nationalism predicated on survival and connection to the land towards a diversifying culinary experience that can be used for exploration of foreign cultures and expression of previously subjugated culinary pasts. Raviv masterfully illustrates how the process of globalisation and growing commercialism have led to a break from the singularity of culinary nationalism. She is able to do this by relying on empirical evidence from cookbooks, statistical accounts of supermarket visits, and analysis of practices that are considered challenges to the culinary status quo. All of this research is extremely valuable, when one analyzes it over a temporal dimension to note the shifts. In trying to explain the commercialisation of Israeli cuisine, Raviv emphasizes the importance of the professional kitchen, choosing to examine dining in hotels and army kitchens. However, this analysis is severely lacking because Raviv chooses to omit the analysis of restaurants, claiming they could not be studied adequately within the scope of her book.
Critics have lamented this, stating that an analysis of restaurants is essential because 'non- is also what makes it most unique: her specificity blurs the connection between empirical data and theory. While she attempts to connect her empirical research to theoretical findings, the connection between the modernist visions of Hobsbawm and Anderson with Israel-specific findings are weak at best. As a result, the theoretical bases for Raviv's work appear as broad generalisations with no context in the Middle East & North Africa region. While Raviv was thorough in collecting archival data, she presents little of her own field research in Israel, leaving the reader with more to be desired. Raviv describes this as a 'nostalgia work' in her conclusion, describing the guilt she felt writing from New York while distant wars were being waged in her home country. 
